TAILOR MADE OTTOMANS

ACCOUNT NAME: ________________________
CUSTOMER ORDER DATE ________________________
PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER ________________________
TAG FOR ________________________

SOLD TO ________________________
SHIP TO ________________________
SAMPLE ORDER

YOUR OTTOMAN NUMBER

CHOOSE THE APPROPRIATE LETTERS OR NUMBERS TO CREATE YOUR OTTOMAN

AVAILABLE STYLES: ROUND SQUARE RECTANGULAR

1. CHOOSE TOP: HEIGHT – 6"
   - P PLAIN TOP
   - W WAFFLE TUFT TOP
   - D DIAMOND TUFT WITH BUTTON TOP

2. CHOOSE SIZE: OTTOMAN HEIGHT – 18"
   - WIDTH: 21” 29” 37” 45” 53” 61” 69” 77”
   - DEPTH: 21” 29” 37” 45” 53”
   - ONLY SELECT DEPTH FOR ROUND OTTOMANS

3. CHOOSE LEG: HEIGHT – 12"
   - RX ROUND
   - RC ROUND WITH CASTERS
   - TX TAPERED
   - TC TAPERED WITH CASTERS

CHOOSE FABRIC/LEATHER:

EX: BAHAMA BROWN LEATHER

FABRIC OR LEATHER NAME – ADD "L" TO OTTOMAN NUMBER IF USING LEATHER

CHOOSE LEG FINISH:
- BLACK WALNUT
- BLANCA
- CHARCOAL
- CHALK
- DRIFTWOOD
- EBONY
- FAWN
- NATURAL
- PEWTER
- SMOKE
- TOBACCO
- WEATHERED GREY
- VINTAGE CHESTNUT

*CASCADE CALIFORNIA FINISH ADDITIONAL CHARGE

CASTER FINISH: (IF APPLICABLE)
- ANTIQUE BRASS
- BRUSHED NICKEL
- PLATINUM

NAIL COLOR:
- ANTIQUE
- FRENCH GOLD
- HAND HAMMERED
- NATURAL
- PEWTER
- PLATINUM
- SMALL NAIL HEAD APPLIED HEAD-TO-HEAD

SEAM OPTIONS: STANDARD WITH WELT

ALL OTTOMANS:
- BIAS WELT
- LEATHER WELT

PLAIN AND WAFFLE TUFT ONLY:
- TOPSTITCHING
- CABLESTITCHING
- JUMBO TOPSTITCHING
- FRENCH SEAM
- ZIG ZAG

THREAD COLOR:
- EX SILVER

CONTRAST FABRIC: WELT/BUTTONS/BAND (5/8” OR 1”)

ANY OTHER OPTIONS REQUIRE SPECIAL HANDLING

*Do not use width for round ottoman

21” 29” 37” 45” 53” 61” 69” 77”